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Robot Building for Beginners (Technology in Action)Apress, 2010

	This book continues its aim at teenagers and adults who have an avid interest in science and dream of building household explorers. No formal engineering education is assumed.


	The robot described and built in this book is battery powered and about the size of a lunchbox. It is autonomous. That is, it isn’t remote...
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Data Converters for Wireless Standards (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2001
Wireless communication is witnessing tremendous growth with  proliferation of different standards covering wide, local and personal  area networks (WAN, LAN and PAN). The trends call for designs that  allow 1) smooth migration to future generations of wireless standards  with higher data rates for multimedia applications, 2) convergence of...
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Arduino Playground: Geeky Projects for the Experienced MakerNo Starch Press, 2017

	You’ve mastered the basics, conquered the soldering iron, and programmed a robot or two; now you’ve got a set of skills and tools to take your Arduino exploits further. But what do you do once you’ve exhausted your to-build list?

	

	Arduino Playground will show you how to keep your hardware hands busy...
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How to Do Everything MacBookMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Easy-to-follow coverage of portable Macs, including the MacBook, MacBook Pro, and MacBook Air


	How to Do Everything: MacBook strongly emphasizes the portability and other unique features of the laptop versions of the Mac, examining ports and jacks, discussing user accounts and privacy, managing multiple network connections,...
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Surface For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	Make Microsoft's Surface work—and play—just the way you want it to


	Microsoft's Surface tablet has the features and personality you're looking for, with a robust environment for business computing that doesn't skimp on fun. Surface for Dummies, 2nd Edition explains how Windows 8.1...
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Computer Network Time Synchronization: The Network Time Protocol on Earth and in Space, Second EditionCRC Press, 2010

	This book is all about wrangling a herd of network computers so that all
	display the correct time. This may seem like a really narrow business,
	but the issues go far beyond winding the clock on your display taskbar.
	Carefully coordinated, reliable, and accurate time is vital for traffic control
	in the air and on the ground, buying and...
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Google Glass For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	A full-color guide to everything you need to know about Google Glass! With this easy-to-use guide, you can wear your Google Glass with confidence! From setup and configuration, to learning how to tap into the amazing features of Google Glass, this book has it all. Soon you'll be taking photos and video, accessing the display, using the...
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Assessing Adolescent and Adult Intelligence, Third EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The classic text—now updated with a new interpretive approach to the WAIS®-III
Assessing Adolescent and Adult Intelligence, the classic text from Alan Kaufman and Elizabeth Lichtenberger, has consistently provided the most comprehensive source of information on cognitive assessment of adults and adolescents. The newly updated Third...
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How to Do Everything with Your Dell Axim Handheld, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Get the most out of your Dell Axim with this step-by-step guide. How to Do Everything with Your Dell Axim Handheld, Second Edition has been fully revised to cover Microsoft’s new operating system for Pocket PCs--Windows Mobile 5.0. Find out how to manage personal information, send and receive e-mail, synchronize with desktop...
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Light and Heavy Vehicle Technology, Fourth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
This best-selling book provides the reader with a complete text and reference to the design, construction and operation of the many and varied components of modern motor vehicles, equipping them with the knowledge they need to deal with their servicing and repair. Covering both cars and heavier vehicles and featuring over 1000 illustrations, this...
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PHPUnit Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2005
Smart web developers will tell you that the sooner you detect your code mistakes, the quicker you can fix them, and the less the project will cost in the long run.  Well, the most efficient way to detect your mistakes in PHP is with PHPUnit, an open source framework that automates unit testing by running a battery of tests as you go.  The benefits...
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ASVAB Exam Cram: Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2009

	ASVAB Exam Cram, Second Edition


	Kalinda Reeves


	 


	Succeed with topical reviews, practice exams, and preparation tools


	 


	CD Features 200 Practice...
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